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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel method combined classical collaborative filtering (CF) and bipartite network
structure. Different from the classical CF, user similarity is viewed as personal recommendation power and
during the recommendation process; it will be redistributed to different users. Furthermore, a free parameter is
introduced to tune the contribution of the user to the user similarity. Numerical results demonstrate that
decreasing the degree of user to some extent in method performs well in rank value and hamming distance.
Furthermore, the correlation between degree and similarity is concerned to solved the drastically change of our
method performance.
Keywords: Collaborative filtering, Bipartite network structure, Personal recommendation
1. Introduction

With the rapid development and spreading application of web 2.0, a large amount of personalized information
yield and was dumped on the Internet in the last decade (Solomon, 2004). There are so many alternatvies that
people sometimes frustrated to get what they really want from the Internet. There are millions of books on
amazon.com that you can buy, and thousands of web pages on dilicious.com that you can collect and browser.
This is so called informationoverload: we face too much data and sources to be able to get the relevant things.
The benchmark of the informaiton filtering is search engine. Search engine provides users with what they care
by the keyword (keywords), however, the same result to all the user cannot cater for users' different taste. And
sometimes what you want maybe hard to expressive, even the user do not qualified. Therefore, the search engine
can't work as we expect in those circumstances (liu, 2009).
As a consequence, how to find out the relevant things for our users becomes an urgent problem. The emergence
of the recommendation system brings more convenience to users. Many diverse recommendation techniques
have
been
developed,
including
collaborative
filtering
(Hill,1994,
Resnick,1994,Linden,2003,Adomavicius,2005),content-basedanalysis(Pazzani, 2007),spectral analysis, latent
semantic models (Hofmann,2004 ) and Dirichlet allocation and hybird algorithm (Zhou,2010 ) and so on.
Collaborative Filtering has been proved to be get great success in many domains--especially in entertainment
domain, such as book recommendation in amazon.com (Linden,2003), movie recommendation in netflix.com,
and so on. Despite its success, the performance of the CF is limited by the sparsity of the data. Recently, some
physics dynamics methods, including mass diffusion (Zhou, 2007), heat conduction (Zhang,2007), and
trust-based recommendation (Zhou,2007), show good perfromance in recommendation system.
In our paper, we integrated CF and information transformation together, which is extendible CF (ECF). In order
to make our method more available, a free parameter  was introduced to keep our method more scalable.
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2. Method and numerical results

Recommendation systems (RS) predict ratings of the item or suggest a list of items that is unknown to the user.
A RS generally consists of users and items.We can model this RS as bipartite network. In this bipartite network,
node sets consist of user set and item set. There is a link if and only if the user collects the item. In other words,
there are no links between nodes in the same set. Meanwhile, some notations are introduced, which we use
throughout the rest of the paper. Denote item set O  {o1 , o 2 ,  , o m } and user item set

U  {u1 , u 2 , , u n } . And aij is an m  n adjacent item-user matrix of the bipartite network, where ail  1

if user l collect item i and ail  0 otherwise.
In a standard CF (SCF), what you need to do is to obtain the user-pair similarity matrix (Konstan, 1997,
Sarwar,2001, Herlocker,2004,Bobadilla,2010). It reflects the correlation between user-pair according to the
overlap items of the two users, defined as:
m
 k 1 a ki a kj
(1)
s ij 
min( k ( u i ), k ( u j ))
Where k (u i ) 



m
k 1

a ki denotes the degree of the user i . In paper (Liu, 2009), which introduced method

SA-CF, it evaluated the user similarity by information transformation like this:
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s ij 
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m

a jl denotes the degree of the item j . s ij indicates that the resource diffuses from user
i to user j . After this step, what the user i gets from other users (including itself) weighs the importance of
l 1

the user in this system. Denote Si 



n

s , which is seemed as the popularity and the user i is very

k 1 ik

active in this recommendation system and has more significance when we recommends items to other users if the
vaule of Si is big enough. We can view this resource Si as the initial resource of user in this
recommendation system. So, the rewrited predictation value for uncollected item j of user i is:

vij 

1
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sil a jl Sl

l 1,l  i

k (u l )



(3)

Now we can predict each uncollected item for users and sort them descending order of predication value and
recommend those at the top. In a word, the framework of this algorithm is organized as follows:
(1) calculate the user similarity matrix {s ij } based on infromation transfrom ;
(2) calculate the similarity {Si} one with any other users ;
(3) predicate the score of each uncollected item for each user according to formulation above ;
(4) sort the score of uncollected item for each user in descending order and recommended item in the top;
The benchmark dataset to which we applied our algorithm and others can download from www.grouplens.org.
The total dataset contains 943 users and 1682 movies. Users rate the movie with different scale from 1 to 5, 1
denoting the user dislikes the movie most and 5 denoting the user prefers it and 3 is the middle. Before we
applied the method, we preprocesses the dataset: we only keep the record with rate no less than 3 (representing
the user does not dislike the movie). There is 105 records in the original dataset, 82.25% of which with rate more
than 2. After that, we have 82520 records in our dataset. In order to test the recommendation methods, we
randomly split the records in two separated parts. One is train set, with the information we know clearly and
containing 90% of the records. The other is test set and we know nothing about it. The measurement in our
method to test the algorithm is rank value. In our context, if the item is in the test set, it represents the user like it.
So the position of this item in the recommendation list should high. The average rank value, averged all items in
the test set, can evaluate the performance of the three method. The average rank value are 0.130, 0.121 and
0.110 for SCF, SA-CF and ECF repectively. Apparently, our method shows us good performance.
3. Improved ECF method

In order to extend our method, we introduce a free parameter  to tune the perfromance of the method. It is
common that information of the popular things is comparatively easy to obtain in our daily life. So even the
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user-pair has a big overlap, it does not mean the two users have the same taste. On the contrary, even a small
overlap may indicate the two users share common taste if the things is not so popular. We introduce  to
regulate this effect. Now the predication formulation is :
n
s il a jl Sl
1
(4)
vij  n


k
k
(
u
)
l
 sil l 1,l i
l 1,l  i

Figure 1 demonstrates that the rank value is function of
method reaches the best performance when

  1,

 . It is clearly observed that the accuracy of the our

which is different from the value obtained by paper

(liu,2009). Average degree of this method K , averaged over all items with a certain length of recommendation
list, indicates that whether items recommended by RS is popular or not. A good method should give user more
unpopular items, because that the popular item is easy to get and it is not necessary for us to recommend any
more. Hamming distance hij , is defined as difference between any two users in recommendation list, which

Q , where Q is the overlap of the user i and user j in recommendation list L. H , averaged
L
over all hamming distance between all user-pairs in this RS, can reflect the average difference between user's
taste. The bigger of the H , the better of the performance.
From figures 1, 2 and 3, it is clearly observed that when the free parameter is no greater than 3, the performance
of our method works well, which means the method has good rank value and high hamming distance. However,
the performances of this method lose it's effect when the   3 . It seems like that 3 is a critial point for our
method, which is not found in any other research before. And there is no monotonous correlation between rank
value, K , H and  . Figure 4 demonstrates the correalation between the degree and Sk . Sk , averaged all
reads hij  1 

the similarity Si of users with the degree k . The similairty decreases drastically at the begining and when the
degree surpasses 25, there is almost no change. Probably, that is why there exists this critical point though the
cirital point does not reach the same value in above three figures.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we integrate the user-pair similarity and SA-CF and view Si as recommendation power. The
ECF show us good performance than SA-CF and SCF. When a free parameter  is introduced, a critical point
is observed which was never discovered before. Through the numerical result, there is no
monotonous correlation between rank value, K , H and this tunable parameter  . The appearence of the
critical point of our method probably is unveiled by the distribution of Sk . The value of the
recommendation system counts on the target you want to achieve.
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Figure 1.
Figure 2.
Figure 1. The correalation between rank value and  . Different from the SA-CF, the curve is very smooth
when  is no greate than 3. When  surpasses this value, the performance of our method decreases rapidly.
Figure 2. hamming distance vs  . The square line, circle line and triangle lines present cases with
recommendation list of length 20,30,50 repectively
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Figure 3.
Figure 4.
Figure 3. average degree K as a function of  . Three lines from top to bottom represent the cases with
recommendation list of length 20,30and 50 repectively. Figure 4. the correlation between degree and Sk . The
inset shows the correalation with degree no greater than 25.
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